THE END

SUMMARY

The End is a game about what happens after everything you know has finished, after everyone you know is gone. It’s a game for 3-6 players, set in space. You need a d6, a piece of paper, a stack of index cards, and something to write/draw on the paper and cards.

THE END

So, The End. What was it? No one can say for sure, but you were all there in the same place when it happened. What do you remember?

> To begin, each person contributes three words, each written on separate index card or piece of paper. All words are then placed face down and mixed into a pile. Everyone picks one word and turns it over. The group discusses and chooses two out of these to serve as seeds for what you collectively remember about The End. Not much to go on, but it's a start. If there is majority consensus that a word is not appropriate or does not fit their collective vision for the game, it can be discarded and another card flipped, but only once.

> For example, Amy, Bridget and Carlos are playing, and each contribute three words on three index cards. Amy flips over a card to reveal “Fire,” Bridget flips over a card to reveal “Infestation,” and Carlos flips over a card to reveal “Demons.” Amy and Carlos agree that they want a more hard science fiction feel to the game and don’t want demonic elements in the story, so they discard “Demons” (which was Bridget’s suggestion). Carlos flips over a new card, revealing “Viruses.” They discuss the choices and decide to go with “Viruses” and “Infestation.”

THE CREW

You had a life before The End. It may have been worse; odds are it was better. Whatever the case, who you were is the foundation of what you now can do, though not always in the way you expect. Everyone who's going to be a player in the game should make a crew member. One person will need to play everything else -- they are the “Master of the End” (or MOTE), and shouldn't make a character, but can contribute suggestions.

Each character has three major families of attributes — ANSWERS, CONFLICTS, and GEAR. Each player should individually choose the following, but discussing with the other players and the MOTE. Begin by each choosing each ANSWER in order, then moving to CONFLICTS, then GEAR.

> ANSWERS: Discuss and answer all four questions below, writing down your answers on a separate index card apiece.

+ What did you do before The End?

This is any type of profession that you can imagine existing in a galaxy-wide, human-only civilization capable of faster-than-light travel — the more specific, the better. Discuss with the other players to be sure it makes sense with their vision of the game.

Examples: V.P. of Acquisitions for Three Core Financial; Professional holo-tank actor; Amateur gravity ball coach; Research scientist for Xiufu BioTech; Sex worker in the Vega Colony; Small-time cybercrook and data infiltrator.
	
+ Who did you lose?
		
Everyone lost someone. Most lost more than that. Whose loss bothers you most? Name and describe that person (feel free to be rather creative with the definition of ‘person’ in this world).

Examples: Your mother, Andrea; Both of your legal spouses, the real Bruce and the virtual one, Apex; Your former cellmate, Faisal; Your underworld contact, Sebastian, who also owed you a lot of money; Jess4m1n3, the (potentially AI) cult leader you’d dedicated your life to following, from star system to star system.
	
	+ What keeps you going? 
		
Honestly, why haven't you killed yourself? What is it that makes you able to endure this new reality? Feel free to be rather vague, and let this evolve through play. Go with a smaller number of words here, just to serve as the seed for something to explore in the game.

Examples: Revenge; Haphazard glee; A desperate hope; Because God wills it; Responsibility for others; Sheer inertia.
	
	+ What's your theory?

Everyone has one. What do think caused The End? Write this theory down on a separate index card, but do not share it with the other players or the MOTE. In a few words, describe what you think was the root cause of The End. This can be phrased figuratively or literally, it’s up to you. Once written, turn the card upside-down.

Examples: “The Will of the Maker”; Overuse of limited resources; Breaking through to another reality; Gluttony and ennui; Inevitability.

> Finally, each player should write a rating on their answers — 1, 2, 3, or 4 — one number on each card (write on the back of the face-down theory card). The higher the number, the greater effect that particular answer will have on the game, and all players should be aware of each others’ choices.

> CONFLICT: 
Each character potentially deals with conflict differently
There are three types of conflict. Write them down and rate them, -1/0/+1, one number each. You can raise the rating of any type by lowering the rating of either of the other two, up to a total of three points. Again, the higher the number, the better you are at dealing with that type of conflict, therefore the greater the effect. More will be said about these below.

	+ MIND: 	Conflicts involving intellect, making connections, quick wits, etc.
	+ BODY: 	Conflicts involving physicality, endurance, pain, etc.
	+ SPIRIT: 	Conflicts involving willpower, temptation, perception, etc.

Example: Bridget initially decides to give her character +1 to MIND, -1 to BODY, and 0 to SPIRIT. She can raise the rating of any by lowering another, so she raises MIND to 2, lowering SPIRIT to -1. She then raises SPIRIT back up to 0, lowering BODY to -2. This leaves her character with +2 MIND, -2 BODY, and 0 SPIRIT.

> GEAR: Write down anything else you can think of from before The End that you may have held onto thus far. These can be minor or major physical objects, but should be discussed with the rest of the group to make sure it fits within their sense of the world of the game.

Examples: Bridget writes down “A portable teleporter,” but Carlos objects that this feels a bit too “Star Trek,” and so it’s vetoed. Bridget replaces this with “A portable medical kit.”

THE SHIP

You've got a crew, now you need to know your ship. All players create the ship together. Again, the MOTE has no authority here, but can offer suggestions.

> SHIP TYPE: Choose between War and Pleasure and Commerce. This will guide your number-assignment to ship Stations, and may have other consequences in any given context, as determined by the MOTE. Elaborate as desired.

During ship creation, the group should collectively answer the following questions:

	Why was this ship commissioned?

How old is it?
Where has it been most recently?

> SHIP SIZE: Choose between Small and Medium and Large. This may also have contextual ramifications, so discuss it with the group.

During ship creation, the group should collectively answer the following question: 
	How does the SHIP SIZE work with your SHIP TYPE choice?

How does the SHIP SIZE affect the crew allotment?
How does SHIP SIZE affect how the crew interact within the ship?

> STATIONS: No matter the type or size of ship, it has eight basic stations necessary for proper operation. They are:

	+ Navigation: Figuring out where you are, where you want to go, and how to get there.
	+ Helm: Steering the ship.
	+ Engineering: Keeping the ship running.
	+ Communications: Talking and listening, inside and outside.
	+ Medical: Keeping people alive.
	+ Science: Analyzing, scanning, and categorizing whatever's unclear.
	+ Computer: Interfacing with the artificial brains that keep it all going.
	+ Security: Weapons, access, and intel.

> Assign a number to each station from 1 to 6. The higher the number, the greater the capability the ship has at those types of tasks. No station can have a rating of less than one. Then, assign a crew member to each station. If you're short on crew, assign multiple stations to individual crew members, keeping in mind one crew member needs to assume a position that is not listed here: Command. If the group decides that some of these stations are inappropriate for the game they’re developing, they are allowed to remove up to two of these stations — for instance, a LARGE PLEASURE vessel might have little need for a Science station per se, and the needs for these kinds of scanning or analyzing abilities might be either missing from the ship, or folded into a different station (say, Security).

> COMMAND: This is a vital station, but it's different than the rest in that it's not an innate capability of the ship, but instead a role a crew member must assume. The crew member in this position will make and bear responsibility for all final judgments on any given course of action. They can ask for input from the other crew members, and probably should, but in the end all ship-wide decisions are theirs alone. The other crew members are free to support, dispute, or remain neutral to the commander’s decisions, which will affect the outcome of any conflicts. A crew member can certainly refuse to follow orders, though ultimately the consequences of such actions are up to the rest of the crew to decide. Discuss as a group which player is most interested in playing the COMMAND role, as well as what kind of commander they are. Answer collectively the following questions:

	When did this person take COMMAND and under what circumstances?

What has been the commander’s greatest point of pride during their command?
What has been the commander’s greatest mistake during their command?

> SHIP RESOURCES: This category has a minimum rating of one, but can be increased by lowering other station numbers on a 1:1 basis, keeping in mind that no station can have a rating of less than one. The higher the rating, the better the chance that something the crew needs is on the ship. Be concrete or vague, depending on the type of object or resources.

Examples: Disposable food; Renewable food; VACC suits; Kaz-5 interplanetary concussion mines; Small arms; The collected sensie library of the Vega Colony; A 150 year old bottle of Glenfiddich Scotch; Plague medicine.

Anything found can be found only once. Also, the MOTE may decide to double the rating for particular needs, depending on the type of ship.

> SHIP LAYOUT: Blueprints or marker-scrawl, use whatever works, but put down on paper at least a rough schematic. The commander should draw the rough outline of the ship, and then each additional player should, in turn, add two of the following to the map:

	An accessible airlock

The ship bridge
The main engine room
The main weapons batteries
The arsenal
The sickbay
The recreation area
The main cargo hold
The escape pods
The docking mechanism
The crew quarters
The guest quarters
The observation deck
The secret compartment(s).

> SHIP NAME: Every ship needs a name, so give it one. All crew members and the MOTE should have a hand in choosing the name. Draw it on the map in a place on the ship where a ship’s name should appear.

OUT IN THE DARK

After The End, with no clear idea what happened and no certainty about what comes next, conflict is inevitable. And it will come from everywhere, inside and outside. All conflict is resolved the same way, using the guidelines below.

> DECLARING A CONFLICT: The MOTE is the only one who can declare a conflict, initiating a roll of the dice by the player in question to determine the outcome.

> TYPE OF CONFLICT: As mentioned above, any given conflict is one of three types--MIND, BODY, or SPIRIT. The MOTE is also responsible for determining the type of conflict. 

> ENGAGING IN CONFLICT: Once a conflict has been declared and it's type determined, the actual conflict is ready to play out. Possible iterations are as follows:

+ Individual: Say how you want to resolve the conflict. Roll a d6. Add your conflict rating, and applicable answer ratings (if any). 

+ Station: This excludes Command. Say how you want to resolve the conflict. Roll a d6. Add your conflict rating or station rating, whichever is higher. Add any applicable answer ratings. If you're manning multiple stations, subtract one for each station under your responsibility.

+ Ship: Used for ship-wide conflicts. If you're in Command, say how you want to resolve the conflict. Roll a d6. Add your conflict rating and any applicable answer ratings. Add one for each crew member who supports your decision. Subtract one for each crew member who disputes your decision.

> ADJUSTMENTS: In any given iteration, the MOTE has the discretion to determine and explain additional adjustments, from -3 to 3. The MOTE must clearly describe why these adjustments are necessary for the story.

> DETERMINING THE OUTCOME: After the final number has been determined, the MOTE compares it against this chart and narrates the results.

	> Less than 0 = NO, and...
	> 1-3 = NO
	> 4-6 = YES, but...
	> 7-10 = YES
	> 11 or greater = YES, and...  

> CONSEQUENCES: In MIND or SPIRIT conflicts, anything less than a YES result will simply roll into another conflict, possibly using a different approach. However, BODY conflicts can be traumatic, if not lethal, depending on the iteration:

+ Individual: A result of “YES, but…” or “NO” results in some sort of injury. Each time this happens, until you've 	had time to rest or heal, all conflict results will be adjusted by a cumulative -1; this includes station iterations. A result of “NO, and…” means you have died.

+ Station: “YES, but…” or “NO” indicates damage to the station in question. Each time this happens, until it's been repaired, all conflict results will be adjusted by a cumulative -1. A result of “NO, and…” indicates complete station failure. This may well have consequences outside of the immediate conflict.

+ Command: “YES, but…” or “NO” indicates damage to a station or crew member, including you, either contextually or randomly determined. This results in adjustments as listed above, all cumulative. A result of “NO, and…” indicates the death of a crew member or complete station failure, contextually or randomly determined.

>CHANGING THE SHIP: As these conflicts evolve, the ship will change along with them. Players should all feel free to build a story that destroys, damages, or otherwise alters the ship, and to reflect this on the collective map of the ship. With each CONSEQUENCE, ask the table if there are any ship-wide consequences, and then mark these on the map. This is not necessarily limited to Station consequences, as decisions and actions by players can have consequences that challenge the very structure of the ship itself.

Example: Carlos’s character, in Command, attempts to thwart a dangerous power overload in one of the ship’s weapon batteries. His roll, with modifiers, ends up at less than 0, yielding a “NO, and…” This indicates a catastrophic failure, and the weapon battery overloads, blowing a hole in the side of the ship. Players draw a massive hole on the side of the ship where the weapon battery used to be, and then extrapolate that safety bulkheads fell into place, protecting the rest of the ship from loss of atmosphere. Carlos draws the new bulkheads behind the wreckage of the former weapon battery.


MASTER OF THE END

While not playing a crew member, you get to play everything else including, eventually, The End itself. What The End was, at the beginning of the game, no one can say, not even you. In fact especially not you, since you don't even have a theory on which to hang your cosmic hat. You do, however, have the End words generated the beginning of the game by other players. You will use these, in conjunction with the four answers of all the other players, to guide your answers to their questions and set up situations based on their decisions. 

> Say the End words are ALIEN and VOICES. Note down at least three synonyms for each: 

	+ ALIEN: Strange/Unknown/Foreign
	+ VOICES: Opinions/Demands/Sounds. 

> Now you have six immediate channels to prompt the players to act. The more you can combine at once, the greater the agony of their decisions.

For example:

+ They suddenly start receiving strange sounds through open communication channels. What do the crew members do?
+ They've located an unknown object at the edge of sensor resolution. Indications are it's extremely strange and unrecognized. Do they go toward it?
+ A character starts hearing an aggressive voice when he's alone, making strange demands. How do the other players react?

Each of these should turn into clear prompts for the other players to act. While they provide color for the game and backstory, their primary purpose is to push the players to not just interact with one another, but learn about The End. While the players are dealing with the consequences of The End, the MOTE should be making sure that they are consistently prodded back toward the common backstory that shaped this world.

The MOTE should not know what happens next. The goal here is not for the MOTE to reveal a hidden story about The End, but for the group to discover this themselves, collectively. Or not! Over time, it may become clear to you all what The End was. Or not. Play until you feel things coming to a natural end, whether suddenly with the death of characters or destruction of the ship, or gradually through the uncovering of evidence, the communication of dreams, cosmic apotheosis, etc.

DEBRIEF

After the end of The End, take a few minutes to debrief. What choices did players make that shaped their vision of The End? In what ways did The End live up to expectations, in what ways did it not?


